
New 2016 Products 
24’ Foot Dragster Lifts

T288D2 Dual Dragster Lift
T288D1 Single Dragster Lift

Shown with Optional 
Recessed  D-rings

36”  Tapered Drive On Ramp 
Extension Welded to Cross Bar

New from Stinger are these powder coated steel 24 foot dragster lifts. Each lift is loaded with plenty 
of storage and safety features. Choose the T288D2 model for transporting 2 dragsters, or choose the 
T288D1 for transporting a single dragster. Each unit includes a beefy 18 foot lift with 36” extensions 
placed on each end. Units can be ordered with removeable center inserts, or with no flooring. 
Optional D-Rings are available on request.

Safety is always a 
priority at Stinger 
that is why all our 
new dragster series  
lifts includes safety 
locks with a single 
lock release handle 
for added safety. 

Outer Wings
for storing 2 Dragsters

Available in 12 
volts or 110 Volts

80” Underneath 
Clearance

Powder Coated Finish

Auto Safety Locks

Maintenance free roller 
bearing pulley design.

Built in Safety Locks 

T288D1 Dragster Lift

T288D1 Dragster Lift



24’ Open Top Dragster Lift  

T288D2-OT Dragster Lift
Dual Dragster-Open Top

This new open top design from Stinger allows 
the installer to place their own flooring on top of 
this 24 foot heavy duty tubing frame. This open 
top design incorporates a single 18 foot frame, 
coupled with a 36” tapered drive on 
extension, and a single non tapered 36” extension. 
Both extensions rest outside the upright columns, 
and are welded to the crossbars for a strong and 
sturdy foundation. We have included all the 
structure necessary for a safe, and secure storage 
platform.  The open top design can be 
purchased with the outer wings to store two drag-
sters PN# T288D2-OT, or as a Standard Dragster 
lift T288D1-OT for storing a single dragster. 

T288D1-OT Open Top 
Single Dragster Lift

 

T288D2-OT Dragster Lift
Dual Dragster-Open Top

Included with 
every open top
dragster lift are 5 
pieces of tubing 
that lay between 
the ramps for a 
sturdy center 
support 
foundation. Center Support

12V w/ Cord
110V w/o 
Remote  cord

All Stinger Trailer 
lifts come with a 12 
volt power supply. 
Optional 110 Volts 
are available

110V with 
Remote  cord


